
empowerment portraits are a celebration of YOU, wherever

you are in your journey of life! - body and spirit, you are truly

worthy and good, and 100% worth celebrating! i'm here to

remind you of that simple truth. empowerment portraits are

intentionally structured and incorporate mindfulness

practices: deep breathing, meditation, and positive

affirmations, all in an effort to bring more positivity,

gratitude, and love into your life. are you ready to step out of

your comfort zone and change your life? read on!

i believe that every woman deserves an opportunity to see

herself more clearly. the world consistently bombards us with

messages that cause us to question our worth and value.

sometimes we need reminding of how magical we are.

empowerment portraits are a life changing EXPERIENCE that

you can relive through your photos to remind yourself that you

are worthy of all the good stuff  :)

E M P O W E R M E N T  P O R T R A I T S

M Y  W H Y

C L I E N T  R E V I E W S
"i have never felt more empowered or beautiful in my life."

"my favorite shoot of all time for sure!! i've shown them to

everyone!! i'm so in love and the first time i cried seeing a

gallery. i soooo appreciate you."

"she's the best person for pulling greatness out of people and

just making you feel so good about yourself!"

"i met alexi for the first time right before my shoot and she

seriously was such a joy and had the greatest energy to her!

she made me feel so cute and comfortable."



let's go!
empowerment portraits are client-driven, which

means you pick your vibe, outfits, and setting!

here are some ideas from previous clients:

 

- boudoir

- physical fitness

- summiting a peak

- furry friends

- personal branding

 

i'll help you through the entire process and

offer suggestions and advice! you aren't alone:)

 

packages
the nebula

$500; 1 hour

50 edited images in online gallery

the galaxy

$750; 1.5 hours

75 edited images in online gallery

contact me
email

paperairplanes.photo@gmail.com

instagram
@paperairplanes.empower

@paperairplanes.photo

the cosmos

$1,000; 2 hours

100 edited images in online gallery

website
www.paperairplanes.photography


